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T HISTORICAL
The first mercury vacuum pump constructed was built by Swedenborg
as early as 1732. Since that time many different kinds of mercury
pumps have been originated.
The first mercury pump based on the idea cf the diffusion of mer-
cury vapor was originated by Gaede in 1915. Gaede first showed
that a vacuum can be produced by mercury pumps and measured by means
of a ;:cLecd gage, when the total pressure in the evacuated tube is
appreciably smaller than mercury vapor tension. His most improved
type of mercury vapor diffusion pump is shown essentially in Fig. la.
In this pump a blast of mercury vapor passes up through the tube AE
past the narrow circular slit C. A part of the mercury vapor passes
cut through this slit and condenses on the water cooled surface D.
The gas from the vessel to be exhausted passes through E and diffuses
into the slit C against the escaping blast cf mercury vapor. After
it enters C it is carried away from the slit by the blast of mercury
vapor and is thus effectively prevented from returning back through
the slit. It is here evident that the speed with which the gas from
E diffuses into the slit will have a maximum value for some particu~
lar width of slit. If the slit is too wide, the blast of mercury
vapor escaping from it will be of such a volume that the gas mole-
cules will net be able to diffuse appreciably against it. Gaede has
shown both theoretically and experimentally that the maximum speed
is obtained wljen the width of the slit is made approximately equal
tc the mean free path cf the molecules in the mercury blast A3. He
has found through actual operation of the pump, that it is best to
use such a pressure of mercury vapor that the maximum speed is
1. Annalen der Physik, U.S. IV, 5, p 357, Mar. 1915.



obtained with a slit width cf 0.012 cm. . The paximum speed thus ob-
tained is about 80 c.c. per second. It is thus seen that the action
of this pump depends on the difference in the ra'es cf effusion cf
mercury vapor and gases through a narrow slit. A photograph of the
entire pump is shown in. Fig. lb,
H.B. Williams^ has constructed a ve-ry simple puii.p shewn in Fig-, 2,
which is much more rapid in action than the Gaede pump and seems to
"be equally effective in producing extremely low pressures. The
vapor passes through a constriction connected to the vessel to be
exhausted. Within the connecting side tube is a small Hopkins con-
denser, whose cooling effect aided by that cf the external air con-
denses any vapor which enters before it has penetrated far. Diffu-
sion takes place through the annular space between the condenser anc
outer side tube. This space is 2 mm. wide and has an area of about
one sq.cm. A larger Hopkins condenser abeve condenses the main
stream of vapcr. The auxilliary pump is connected to it near the
top. By arranging to have the diffusion take place at a const rictioi
in the main vapor flow tube, advantage is taken of the Bernoulli
i
effect. It is thus made possible to have the vapcr pass the diffu-
sion point rapidly without reaching a lateral pressure so high as to
cause it to rass into the side tube. A lip projecting from the side
tube into the main flow tube hinders the direct passage of vapcr
into the side tube. The eddies in the vapor stream which this ob-
struction produces probably hasten diffusion. As the gas which dif-
fuses into the stream cf vapor is rapidly carried to the upper con-
densation chamber, the usually slow process of diffusion becomes
very rapid. The auxilliary pump should produce a vacuum of .1 tool*
2. Phys. Rev., N.S.VII, 1, p 5S3, Hay, IZ'IG
.
* So called by the author.

4of mercury for this pump to work most effectively.
3
At the same time as Williams was working cn his pump Langmuir
tock up Gaede's idea and has built a pump similar to the Gaede pump,
only modified in such a way as to make it more simple and reliable
with a much greater speed and no limit to lower pres.sures obtainable.
In Langmuir's pump. Fig. 3, a blast of mercury vapor passes upward
from the heated flask A through the tubes E and C into the condenser
D. Surrounding B is an annular space E connecting through F and the
trap G with the vessel to be exhausted. The tube C is enlarged into
a bulb H just above the upper end of the tube 3. This enlargement
is surrounded by a water condenser J from which the water is removed
at any desired height by means of the tube K which is connected to
a water aspirator. The mercury condensing in D and H returns to the
flask A by means of the tubes L and M. The tube N connects to the
rough or backing; pump which should maintain a pressure considerably
lower than the vapor pressure of the mercury in A. In this pump,
the mercury atom.s escaping from the upper end of the tube B radiate
in all directions. A part of them passes up into C, but the larger
part strikes the walls of the enlargement H. If there is no water
in the condenser J the mercury which condenses on the walls re-
evapcrates nearly as fast as it condenses. The molecules passing
from the end of the tube B towards the wall K collide with the mole-
cules which reevaporate and may then be Reflected downward into the
annular space E. This blast of mercury vapor down through F prevents
the gas from F from passing up into S so that under these conditions
the gas from F may pass through the pump much mere slowly than if no
mercury vapor were produced in A. On the other hand, when cold
3. Phys.Rev.
, :!..£. VIII, 1, p 48, July, 10X6'-,

water circulates through the condenser J, all the mercury atoms
striking the walls H are condensed, sc that no mercury passes down
"through E. The gas from F thus passes freely up through E and when
it meets the ercury vapor blast at P is blown outward and upward
along the walls of the condenser H, and finally forced into the main
stream of m ercury vapor passing up through C into the condenser D.
The action cf this pump is due to the fact that all atoms of mercury
striking a glass surface are condensed, practically none being re-
flected -md because of this fact they are called condensation pumps.
Stim.3on took up the idea of the desirability or necessity cf
using as source of primary vacuum either a water aspirator or some
mechanical pump which fails to reach a pressure low enough to accom-
modate a single stage condensation pump. The problem here differs
from that of Langtruir's pump in that it requites the mercury vapor
pump tc maintain a much larger pressure difference by means of a
continuous supply of momentum. To sustain this large pressure dif-
ference a second stage is desirable, for could such a pressure differ-
ence be sustained and high vacuum obtained with a one staged either
a very large current of viipor wculd be required or the pump would
have tc be made sc small that its speed would be very low. This
pump is shown in Fig. 4. Cooling water entering tube A flows up
through the water jacket above the lower end of the nczzle F, up
through the water jacket C above nczzle G and out tube D. Mercury
vapor fro. the boiler entering through tubes E flows through the
nozzle F and G, is liquefied in the condensation chambers H and I,
falls intc the tubes K and returns to the boiler through tube L.
Gas frcm a vessel to be exhausted enters at M, flows past nozzle F,
4. Jour, of Y/ash. Acad, of Science, IT. S. VI I, 15, Sept. 1917.



is compressed, "by the jet of mercury vapor in'vthe condensation ohambeij
H
H and flo?/s up through tube N to the intermediate pump. From here
it flows past the nozzle G and is compressed through in the chambel
I to a pressure measured by the attached manometer, then out by the
tube P tc the mrater aspirator.
"nipp has taken up Langmuir*s pump and improved it. This type cf
pump is shown in Fig. 5. All cf Knipp's pumps are made entirely of
Pyrex glass. The mercury is heated by means of an electric heater
at z, and is shot up through tubes A and as it vaporizes. There
is an umbrella P at the "top of tube which throws the vapor down
and out as shown at V and IT. As the vapor gees out j air from B, to
which the bulb to be exhausted is connected, diffuses into the vapor
and is carried down with it. The vapor is condensed along the sides
of the tube E by the water in the jacket XY" and the air is pumped
out by the rough pump at E. A Cenco-'Jelscn pump may be used as the
auxilliary in connection with Knipp's condensation pumps. As the
mercury condenses it fails down into the annul ir ring 1 which con-
tains a pin hole as shown, whose purpose is to allow the mercury,
when the pressure becomes great enough, to overcome surface tension,
to fall down into the annular ring, 2. The process repeats itself
and the mercury will finally return tc the boiler z. This second
central tube with its ring-seal and valve are added to better insu-
late $he first ring seal from the hot central blast cf mercury vapor]
thus lessening the reevaporation of mercury in that portion of the
pump connected to the auxilliary. In order that the pump may func-
tion properly it is essential that the umbrella P shall be located
below the level at which the water stands in the condenser XY. In
other words, the overflow tube must be placed at a somewhat higher
5. Phys.Rev., ir.S.IX, 4, . 511, April, 1317.



level than the lower end of the umbrella as indicated in the figure.
II THEORETICAL
Langmuir in his article gives a very complete discussion of the
theory -concerning mercury vacuum pumps. Gaede defines S the speed
of a vacuum pump by the equation
v n P2 (1)b = t lcse p£
where t is the time in seconds required for the pump to reduce the
pressure from Pg to p^ in a vessel hairing a capacity v. In us in-; a
pump having a high speed it is necessary to use tubing cf lar ;e
diameter between the vessel and the tube to oe exhausted in order to
gain the maximum advanta, s of the speed of the pump. In making thes*.
corrections we will let ^ equal the density of the gas at unit press-
ure, M the molecular weight, R the gas constant (83.15 x 10 ergs
per degree), and T the absolute temperature. Then fro.:, the gas law
pv = RT, we obtain the equation
P - —
\ RT
If we put p = 1, then
' rLi.
According to Xnudsen who considered especially the molecular flow of
gases through tubes at low pressure we find that q the quantity of
gas which flows per second through a tube, is given by the equation
P2-P1
d(pV) (3a)
dt
where w is the resistance the tube offers to the flew of gas,^ j the
density of gas at unit pressure. KaudMn finds that this resistance

w is equal to
| 1^1 = 0.4700^11W - jjj t^- dl .4700 | TT dl , (4)
where is the perimeter of a cross section of the tube, A the area,
and dl the differential cf the length. Now for circular tubes of
diameter D and length L this becotr.es
w = JL- k = 3.394 hr
J3n- D3 D3
Combining equations 3,3,5, we get
This equation is true only so long as the diameter cf the tube is
very small in comparison with the mean free path. Knudsen has shown
from experimental data that as long as the mean free path is net
less than 0.4, the diameter of the tube, equation 6 gives results
accurately within about 5 per cent. With air at room temperature
and at a pressure of P bars the mean free path % is
% = -p~ cm.
At higher pressures the quantity of gas flowing through a tube be-
comes much greater than that calculated by equation 6. At these
higher pressures the flow may be calculated from the viscosity n by
Poisseuill
e
1 s equation
*
=
128 nL (P3-Pl>- < 7 >
The resistance which tubes offer to gases at low pressures is enor-
mously greater in comparison to that offered at high pressures. This
resistance increases as the pressure is lowered only until the state
of molecular flow is reached, while for lower pressures the resist-
ance remains constant.
Supposing we wished to determine the rate at which a vessel of
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volume V will be' exhausted when connected to a pump having -a speed
by means of a tube of diameter D and length L. Assuming the volume
of the tube as negligible in comparison with the volume of the ves-
sel, and that the limiting pressure for the pu.i.p p = 0, we obtain
from Gaede 1 s equation
V d loge (p-po)
dt
V dp
s
v a i i q;
(8a)
P-Po dt
and from equation 3a,
»* • • " (9)
where p^ is the pressure at the pump intake and q is the quantity of
gas flowing through the tube per second.
The pump when connected through the tube, exhausts the vessel V
at a rate which is less than if the pump were connected directly to
the vessel. The tube and pump together therefore constitute a sys-
tem equivalent tc having a pump of lower speed S».
If we let equal the speed of the pump and tubing and pg the
pressure at which the gas passes through the tube then
S2P3 =
• fao)
Solving equaticns 9 and 10 for p^ and p^ and substituting back in
equation 3, we have for q
4
Is %
ST?
The quantity w*J^~ here represents the resistance of flow offered by
the tube and the quantity — may also be considered as resistance -
sl
the resistance of the pump to the passage of gas through it. This

equation ray be expressed in the form
h (12)
which gives the speed cf the pump 83 in terms of the speed of the
pump and tubing determined cy equation 1.
Since we always must use a rough pump in connection writ h- mercury
vapor pumps , we might desire to knew the speed cf the rough pump at
which the mercury vapor pump will operate at maximum efficiency. If
a quantity of gas Sspg is delivered per second by the mercury vapor
pump to the rough pump, this must ce equal to the quantity removed
by the rough pump or q^ = S pc , where S is the speed of the rough
pump, pc the critical pressure above which the mercury vapor pump
will not operate, then
s oPc = S2P3
S = P|£2 • (13)
This is equivalent to saying that the maximum speed of the mercury
vapor pump may be realized when the speed of the rough pump is less
than that of the mercury vapor pump in the ratio Po'.Pq. If the spee
of the rough pump is net sufficient to hold a pressure lower than 'p
then the mercury vapor pump cannot operate at maximum speed but will
deliver gas to the rough pump at such a rate that the pressure on
the exhaust side cf the mercury vapor pump will remain constant at
P c . Then the speed of the mercury vapor pump varies with P2 accord-
ing to the following equation

Ill EXPERIMENTAL
The experimental part of this thesis may be subdivided into
three main heads as follows:
1) A study of the speed of Knipp's Pyrex glass condensation pumps
as compared with Langmuir's pump when different lengths of tubing
are used.
2) A comparison of the speeds, when calculated by equation 11,
with experimental results.
3) A study of the speed of the pyrex glass pump using a Cenco-
mercury
Nelson, against the speed when using a Gaede Rotary as a fore pump.
The arrangement of the apparatus for (1) is shown in Fig. €>, In
the long connection a tube 353 centimeters long was used with" the
Pyrex pump and a tube 355 centimeters long with Langmuir'S. The
tubes in each case were 1.6 centimeters in internal diameter and were
made of common glass. The volume to be evacuated was approximately
13,800 cubic centimeters in each case, while all pressures were
measured with a : rcLeod gage. At A are placed two stop cocks by meant
of which small amounts of air may be admitted in making the differ-
ent trials. Pump connections were made at P. The uir.brella type of
Pyrex pump, Fig. 5, and Langmuir's iretal pump, were used. In the
former a Cenco-relscn was used as the auxilliary while in the latter
a Gaede Rotary was necessary.
Results of this work are shown in Tables I and II, where the tim<
intervals were 2 minutes and the pressure was measured in millimeters
of mercury. The speed in each case was calculated from equation 1.
Corresponding curves are shewn in Fig. 7.
In the close-up connection the conditions were identical with
the first with the exception that a tube 36 centimeters in length



TABLE I
Pyrex Pump - Long Connection
Average Wattage 171.5 watts
T i mo i X C S D C
QUO . Ui i-Q
.
O . Jt'X • i-OOO'JU QO 7
1 £i
• ^±o It) >J . o
.48 . 015400 118.4
.50 . 005600 100.7
. 53 . 0C3380<J Vw> *^ »-/ W ^/ 153. 4
.54
. 001200 73.9
.56 . C00640 79.7
.58 .000330 67.6
4:0O .000160 79.7
:03 . ooooso 54.0
.04 . 000056 79.7
.06 . 300038 67.6
.08 . 000013 159.4
. 10 . 000004
Avg. 97.3
TABLE II
La.. ...u.ir ' s ?u~.]- - Long Connection
Tin.e Pressure Speed
m. of Hg. sq.(D
6:00 .076500 54.0
.02 . 048900 147.3
.04 . 013300 118.4
.06 . 004900 100. 7
.08 . 002000 95.8
.10 .000880 85.2
.12 . 000420 95.3
.14 . 000180 85.2
.16
. 000086 31.0
.18 .000050 73.
S
.20 . 000023 85.2
.22 . 000012 12g . 3
.24 .000004
Avg. 94.1



was used making the volume now 13,200 cubic centimeters. Th-e results
of this work are shewn in Tables III and IV with accompanying curves
In Figs. 8 and 9 respectively.
Fro-, the above data three very marked conclusions may be drawn,
namely:
1) The size of connecting tubes in high vacuum pumps plays an
important rele in its speed, by the resistance which they offer to
the passage of gas through them. In this particular case where the
tube was increased in length. from 36 to 362 centimeters, the speed
was reduced to one third.
2) From the curves we note that the speed of the pyrex conden-
sation pump is practically the sa^e as that of Langmuir's, with this
Ta, 1 1 S
one marked exception. In the former it required 170 to maintain
this speed while in the latter it required an average wattage of 300.
3) The greatest advantage lies in the fact that the pyrex pump
operates with the Cenco-Nelson pump as an auxilliary while Langmuir's
requires the Gaede Rotary. It was noted also in this connection
that Langmuir's pump would net operate satisfactorily until the sec-
ondary pump had reduced the pressure to several millimeters of mer-
cury, while, in the pyrex pump an exhaust pressure of net less than
one millimeter is required for the pump to operate satisfactorily.
The advantage and desirability of a pump operating with a Cencc-
Nelson as fore-pump will be referred to later in this thesis.
In part (2) equation 11 was used in the calculation of speeds
from theoretical considerations, where is the speed sought with
a long connection, and the speed with a close up connection.
.
w^, the resistance of the tube, is given by equation 5, and IP by
equation 3.

TABLE Ilia
Pyrex Pump - Close-up Connection
Average Wattage 171 watts
Time Pressure Speed
mm. of Hg. Eq. (1)
4:05 .036900 305.0
.07 .002300 241.7
.09 .000330 1S1.4
.11 .000050
Avg. 342.7
TJBLE 1 1 lb
Average Wattage 170 Watts
4:15 . 0969400 226.0
.17 .Q1240C0 391.1
.19 . 0008800 233. 3
.21 . 0000100 354.0
.23 "\ 0000004
Avg. 277.3
TABLE IIIo
Average Wattage 187 Watts
.26 .031200 ^363.6
.28 .002460 224.5
.30 .000320 228.7
.33 .000040
Avg. 240.6
TABLE Hid
Average Wattage 167 ivatts
11:48 . 096900 183.45
.50 * 018300 279.9
.52 . „C1220 273.3
.54 .000100 131.3
.56 . 000030
Avg. 221.5

TABLE IVa
Langmuir'e Pun;p - Close-Up Connections
Aver age Wattage 272 V.'atts
Time Pressure
mm. of Hg,
Speed
Eq. (1)
9:29
.
31
. 35
. 050400
.003500
. U JU-LoU
. 000020
290.3
TABLE IVb
285. 3
Average Wattage 379 ratts
9:38
.40
.43
. 44
.071100
. 004500
.000300
297.3
•5CS "7 1.2oo. o v
Avg.
TABLE IVC
285.4
Aver age Wattage 304 7/atts
9:53
.54
. 56
.58
. 076500
.003700
.QC023C
. 000034
334.9
390.3
233.3
Avg.
TABLE IVd
Average Wattage 316 ?/atts
10:01
.03
.05
.07
.078900
.003900
. 000240
. 000034
329. 5
305.
Avg. 295.9





TABLE 7a
Pyrex Pump - Long Connection
Avg. Exp. Exp. Sg Calculated
II394(^5) (^5^) 238 • 8 97 • 3 87 • 4
TAELE Vb
Langrruir ' s Purr.p - Long Connection
g#394(5§§y)(Sii|aj 390.5 94.1 92.4
TABLE Vc
Pyrex Pump - Close Up Connection
g.S94)(-S6 ) (3.438 ^ 338 358 2Q4
' 1.63 105
TABLE Vd
Langrruir' s Purr.p - Close Up Connection
2 . 324 (-^ir) (
3,
"gS ) 290 .5 290 . 5 242 .
i.er io°

The results of these calculations are shown in Table V. We note
that the pyrex pump holds rather accurately within this formula. It
is to be re..e...bered that the resistance offered by a Cenco-Nelson
pump is greater than that of a Gaede Rotary and also that the press-
in
ures read as a McLeod - e may be error by at least 10 per cent. Any
differences in the above tables can be attributed to these two causes.
In comparing the speeds, part (3), of the pyrex condensation
pump using a Cenco-l\felson and a Gaede Rotary respectively as auxilii
liary; the arrangement shown in Fig. 10 was used, where the two sup-
porting pumps could be changed at will. The pressure was measured
by means of two McLeod gages, a 50 cubic centimeter and a 500 cubic
centimeter as shewn, which enabled either the high or low pressures
to be read with equal precision. The tests were made with two pyrex
pumps, whose construction differed only in the distance from the mer-
cury blast to the umbrella. In pump 1 this distance was 36 cm.
,
while in pump 3 it was 43 cm. The results of these two tests are
abown in Tables VI and VII for pump 1, and Tables VIII and IX for
pump 2. The accompanying curves are shown in Figs. 11 and 13 respec-
tively.
We note that the speed for different wattages is practically the
same whether we use the Cenco-Melson or the Gaede Rotary as fore-
pump. In part (1) of this thesis it was shown that with various
lengths of tubings the speed obtained with the pyrex pump using a
Cencc—Helson as an auxilliary was the same as the speed obtained
with a Lanrmuir pump using a Gaede Rotary as auxilliary. The energy
used varied in that it only required about one half the wattage in
the pyrex pump to maintain the san.e speed as was obtained with
Langmuir's. In part (3) it was fonnd that the speed was the sarr.e

C£~A/CO - WEL SO/V
H/<$H VACUUM F>UMP.
Pump C omnec 7ve>/vs.
F,5 . 10

TABLE VI
Pyres Purnp No.l Supported by Gaede Rotary
Average Vat tage 333 Vatts
Time Pressure Speed
mm. of Hg. Eq. (1)
3:37 . ^4400 398.3
to
. OS . uiiuu ;j<±0 . U
.41 .00110 210.3
.43
. 00016 147.3
.45 .00004 78.8
.47 . 00003
Avg. 215.7
Average V. at tage 433 1
4:33 . 40300 424.0
. 35 .007900 239.7
.37 .00086 232.2
.39 .00010 173.5
.41 .00003
Avg. 257.0
TABLE VII
Pyrex Pump N6.1 Supported by Cenco-lTelscn
Average ?;attage 411 watts
9:53 ,45150 381.2
.55 .01320 305.
6
.57 .0/076 183.6
.59 . 00014 118.8
10:01 .00003 164.8
.03 . 00001
Avg. 330.8
Average Wattage 397 F
10:15 . 35350 447,0
.17 .05600 237.6
.19 .00610 310.3
.21 .00084 253.8
. 33 . 00008 75. 8
.25
. 00004 75.8
.27
. 00002
Avg. 216.7

TABLE VIII
rex Pump IJo.2 Supported by Gaede Rotary
Average Wattage 230 ratts
Tiir.e Pressure Speed
Bun. of Hg. Eq. (i)
4:00 .44100 343.0
.02 .01870 224. S
.04 . 00236 174.0
.06 . 00046 116.8
.08 . 00016 28.3
.10 .00012 26.3
.12
. 00001
Avg. 153.0
Average Y/attage 317 Watts
4:34 04-030 *jw>7 . 3
.36 ! 00470 347.8
. 38 .C018S 253.8
.40 .00018 53.7
.42 . 00010 28. 3
.44
. 00008 75.8
.46
. 00004
Avg. 167.8
Average Wattage 417.6 Watts
5:04 . 1£250 405.
6
.06 . 00450 303.4
.08 . 00070 210.2
.10 .0C010 99.0
.12
. 00640 88.0
.14 .00003
Avg. 310.2

TABLE IX
Pyrex Pump No.2 Supported by Cenco-TTelscn
Average Wattage 408 Watts
Time Pressure Speed
BO. of Hg. Eq. (1)
3:56 .33100 347.8
.58 .00910 248.7
4:00 .00090 237.6
.02 .00010 '39.0
.04 .00004 75.8
. 06 . 00002
Avg. 201.8
Average Wattage 296 Watts
4:18 . 59350 293.
5
•
.05640 268.3
.' 23 .00490 224. 6
.24 .0C062 224.6
.26 . 00008 75.8
. 28 • . 00004 75.8
.30 . 00002
Avg. 181.4
Average Wattage 246
5:11 .59850 35.2
.13 . 26600 173.5
.15 .05220 248.0
.17 .00530 141.3
.IS
.
00144 147.2
.21 .00036
Avg. 143.2
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with either pump as auxilliary and that the same wattage '//as requir
in either case. This indicates a distinct advantage in the pumping
yystem developed in this laboratory, namely, that here is a conden-
sation pump supported by a Cencc-TIelscn oil pump where_by a very hi
Iracuum may be obtained and that at a minimum cost. This outfit is
compact and portable. The cost of the complete pumping unit is rou
ly one third that of the corresponding Langmuir unit.
IV SUMMARY
The main points in this thesis may be summarized as follows:
1. A study of the speed of a pyrex glass umbrella type mercury
vapor condensation pump as comj ired with that of Langmuir 1 s pump fo
various lengths of connecting tubes.
3. A verification of these speeds as calculated by equation 11
3. A study of the effect of using different auxilliary support
ing puhips in connection with the pyrex glass pump.
The above studies show:
1. That the pyrex glass umbrella type mercury vapor pump equal
the Langmuir condensation pump in spe^d, and that at a considerable
less wattage.
2. That the experimental results agree with the theoretical ca
culaticns to within the errors of observation.
3. That, for the pyrex glass pump, the Cencc-llelson oil is
generally as efficient as a G&ede Rotary mercury when used as suppo
ing pumps, thus making a unit for the production of high vacua that
is comparatively inexpensive and compact.
In conclusion the author wishes to express his thanks to Prcfes
sor C.T. ilnipp for'varicus pumps of his design that were used, and
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for his assistance and suggestions in this work; also to Professor
AiP. Cardan fcr access to experimental apparatus.
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